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STAGE 29 DERIVATIVE EXERCISE 
 

I. Directions:  Fill in the blank in each of the following sentences with a word derived  
     from the Latin equivalent of the underlined English word: 
  A) Orpheus' song could ____________________ even the plants and animals. 
  B) I appreciated the ____________________ sound of the live recording. 

C) His ____________________ remarks began to throw light on the subject. 
  D) I try to avoid this lot. I am careful about the __________________ of people  
    with whom I associate. 
  E) I offered my ____________________ to the family, to show that I sympathized  
    with their grief.  
  F) Although we seem to be surrounded by regulations, I know a way to 
     _________________________ them. 
  G) We would hate to comment on the differences between these two candidates  
    because comparisons are _______________________. 
 
II. Directions:  By checking on the Latin root for each underlined English word, suggest  
     an appropriate English word to fill in each blank. 
  A) An audacious person acts ____________________ly. 
  B) If a certain climate has a salutary effect, it is good for one's _______________. 
  C) If you spurn my advice, you ____________________ it. 
  D) At a coronation ceremony, the chosen ruler would wear a ________________. 
  E) Servile behavior is suitable only for ____________________. 
  F) I have perfected this machine; so my work is now ____________________. 
 
III. Directions:  Answer the following questions. 
  A) What is the chemical symbol for iron? ____________________ 
      B)  In Roman politics, what was the cursus honorum? ____________________ 
 
IV. There are a few interesting explanations behind some of the words on the Stage 29  
  Vocabulary Checklist: 

  liberi, the word for children, differentiates them as free family members,  
    rather than slaves. 
  malo is short for magis volö (I want more):  if you want one thing more  
    than another, you prefer it. 
 amplexus is a perfect participle active, connected with the verb plector: weave,  
  braid, entwine. 
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defessus is a perfect participle active, connected with the verb fatïscor: become weak,   
  droop. 
incedo is one of the many compounds of cedo (proceed) and literally means: I move along. 
 


